**WHY MAKE THE REPAIRS?** Because this kind of damage makes your business less efficient. It causes the tires and wheels on your material handling vehicles costly damage, and perhaps most importantly, creates hazardous if not dangerous working conditions. It is also important to understand that the longer it’s left in disrepair, the greater the consequences. With continued use, the separated fill will become more recessed, the spalling will spread outward from the joints, and the chips at the corners will grow.

**OUR PROCESS:**

INVESTIGATE. Although the repairs can be straightforward, it’s imperative to know why it happened before rectifying the problem as there may be an underlying cause requiring priority attention. Investigative services are worth the time; with The Witmer Group, we make investigation an essential first step.

SELECT THE APPROPRIATE REPAIR MATERIALS. Frequency of traffic, vehicle loading and vehicle types, building temperature, dry/cure time available, the width of the defect, and the structural condition of the floors all determine what materials are best to use. Choose the wrong material and the results will not be durable nor permanent.

PREPARE THE DEFECT. We define the edges, and clean properly. The #1 cause of joint failure is inadequate preparation.

YOUR FINISHED REPAIR IS FLUSH TO THE FLOOR. Without smooth and continuous transitions repairs will not last. A concave or “dished” repair/filler profile leaves joint edges exposed as impact points, and thus subject to deterioration under hard-wheeled traffic.

---

**ABOUT THE WITMER GROUP**

With more than 50 years experience, The Witmer Group offers superior craftsmanship on new masonry, masonry restoration, caulking, waterproofing, air/vapor barrier services, and roofing. When you entrust your project to the experts at Witmer, you can expect more. You can depend on Witmer to give you the quality and value you need to make your project a success. Work with us once and you’ll see why we've become the contractor of choice on projects ranging from small specialty assignments to large private and public institutional facilities.
CONCRETE FLOOR & JOINT REPAIR

RESTORING INTEGRITY AND EFFICIENCY TO THE CONCRETE FLOORS IN YOUR FACILITIES

The Witmer Group offers comprehensive investigative and restoration services of your concrete floors. We help determine the causes of deterioration. We select only the most appropriate materials with which to make repairs. We properly prepare defect areas, and follow through with the techniques necessary to achieve the most durable floor repairs. It’s a great time to evaluate the integrity of your warehouse floors...

CONCRETE JOINT REPAIR SERVICES INCLUDE:

- **joint fill in new floors** - the best way to protect your concrete slab floors is to properly fill joints before they’re used

- **investigations and evaluations** - comprehensive investigative services of your concrete floors help determine the causes of deterioration. Selecting appropriate materials and methods is necessary to achieve the most durable floor repairs

- **repair** - we properly prepare then choose methods to repair your curling slab edges, rocking slabs, slab corner breaks, cracks, gouges, spalled joints and joint fill separation

THE WITMER DIFFERENCE

- Expertise beyond the traditional
- Experience you can trust
- Reputation for high standards and excellent craftsmanship
- Earn customer respect through outstanding service and work